The Council of the Regional Municipality of Hamilton-Wentworth enacts as follows:

1) That subsection (10) of Section 4. be deleted and the following substituted:

   "1. Where any premise to be demolished has a water service of less than 20mm diameter, then the service shall be disconnected at the watermain except where re-use of the existing service is authorized under subsection (11) of this section and the required flow test has been taken before the premises are demolished. The owner of the land will execute an authority to the Region at the time of application to disconnect the water service connection at the main at the sole of the owner upon failure of the owner having entered into a water service agreement with the Region within three (3) months of the Region signing the demolition release or the owner abandoning the service with their own contractors.

2) In all other respects, the contents of Regional By-law No. R84-026 are hereby confirmed unchanged.

Passed and enacted in open Council this 20th day of December 1988.
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THE REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF HAMILTON-WENTWORTH

To Amend the Regional Waterworks
By-Law No. No. R84-026

OLD

Section 4 (10)

Where any premises to be demolished has a water service of less than 20mm diameter, then the service shall be disconnected at the watermain except where re-use of the existing service is authorized under sub-section (11) of this section. The owner of the premises is responsible for the entire cost of disconnecting the water service and installing any replacement service.

NEW

Section 4 (10)

Where any premise to be demolished has a water service of less than 20mm diameter, then the service shall be disconnected at the watermain except where re-use of the existing service is authorized under subsection (11) of this section and the required flow test has been taken before the premises are demolished. The owner of the land will execute an authority to the Region at the time of application to disconnect the water service connection at the main at the sole cost of the owner upon failure of the owner having entered into a water service agreement with the Region within three (3) months of the Region signing the service with the owner abandoning the service with their own contractors.